Stochastic Pulse Regulation in Bacterial Stress Response
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Gene regulatory circuits can use dynamic, and even stochastic, strategies to respond to environmental conditions. We examined activation of the general stress response mediated by the alternative sigma factor, \( \sigma^B \), in individual Bacillus subtilis cells. We observed that energy stress activates \( \sigma^B \) in discrete stochastic pulses, with increasing levels of stress leading to higher pulse frequencies. By perturbing and rewiring the endogenous system, we found that this behavior results from three key features of the \( \sigma^B \) circuit: an ultrasensitive phosphorylation switch; stochasticity ("noise"), which activates that switch; and a mixed (positive and negative) transcriptional feedback, which can both amplify a pulse and switch it off. Together, these results show how prokaryotes encode signals using stochastic pulse frequency modulation through a compact regulatory architecture.

**Fig. 1.** Energy stress modulates the frequency of stochastic pulses of \( \sigma^B \) activation. (A) Schematic of FM pulse regulation. The input signal (black line) controls the frequency of stochastic pulses (blue line, schematic). (B) Schematic diagram of \( \sigma^B \) regulatory interactions and states (7). When RsBV (V) is phosphorylated (OFF state), \( \sigma^B \) is sequestered by RsbW (W) and inactive (28). Under energy stresses such as MPA, RsbV is dephosphorylated by the RsbQP phosphatase complex (QP) (29). Other stress inputs are mediated by the RsbTU phosphatase complex (not shown; see SOM text for discussion). Dephosphorylated RsbV can bind to RsbW, releasing \( \sigma^B \) to activate target genes, including its own operon (30), and the yfp reporter (yellow). (C) Promoter activity of the \( \sigma^B \)-YFP reporter pulses in individual lineages (colored solid lines), and its mean and standard deviation across all lineages in four data sets (dashed line and shaded area, respectively). (D) Filmstrip of \( \sigma^B \) activation at 60°C. (E) Pulse amplitude histograms for varying levels of MPA. (F) Pulse amplitude histograms for varying levels of MPA.
with coefficients of variation ranging from 0.16 to 0.70 (Fig. 1F). Together, these results provoke the question of how FM pulse regulation is implemented by the σ^B regulation circuit.

In principle, pulses could be generated in two qualitatively distinct ways: They could arise through amplification of an inherently stochastic underlying process (16, 17). Alternatively, they could result from a limit cycle oscillator whose dynamics become erratic due to noise (18). Systematically reducing cellular noise would distinguish between these possibilities, eliminating pulses in the first case but making them more regular in the second case.

To modulate the amplitude of noise in cells, we created strains that could be induced to grow into long multinucleoid filaments by controlling expression of FtsW, a cell division protein necessary for septation. These cells exhibit similar mean expression levels of cellular components (fig. S7) but reduced fluctuations (19), allowing us to investigate how reduced noise affects pulse frequency. In time-lapse movies, we observed a systematic decline in pulse frequency in noise-reduced (long) cells across a range of energy stress levels (Fig. 2A and fig. S8), which was also consistent with reduced cell-cell variability in σ^B activity in liquid conditions (Fig. 2B). This reduction in pulse frequency did not reflect reduced sensitivity to MPA, which had a similar effect on growth rate in long and short cells (Fig. S8). Together, these results rule out limit cycle models and suggest a noise-dependent mechanism for pulse generation.

How, then, does the σ^B circuit amplify noise to initiate discrete pulses of σ^B activity? To address this question, we analyzed the response of σ^B to increased expression of each circuit component. Up-regulation of kinase (RsbW) and phosphatase (RsbQP) expression had much stronger (opposite) effects on σ^B activity compared with up-regulation of RsbV (fig. S9). This result is interesting because opposing kinase and phosphatase activities can generate sharp, switchlike responses in the phosphorylation of their substrates. An extreme example is zero-order ultrasensitivity, where the phosphatase and kinase operate at saturation (20–22). We found that σ^B activity exhibited an ultrasensitive response to inducible phosphatase concentration (Fig. 2C and fig. S10), with an effective Hill coefficient of 2.12 [95% confidence interval (CI), n_H = 2.09 to 2.15]. Similar results were also observed with the RsbTU phosphatase (fig. S11). Moreover, this ultrasensitivity was not due to the transcriptional feedback loop. It could be observed in an “open-loop” strain, in which operon expression was inducible and independent of σ^B (fig. S12). In this strain, increasing operon expression led to increasing ultrasensitivity to phosphate level. These effects could be explained by a minimal mathematical model of the phosphoswitch that does not include the detailed dynamics of the network (see SOM). Finally, consistent with this model, ectopic expression of the kinase RsbW shifted the switching point to higher phosphate expression levels (fig. S13). This ultrasensitive phosphoswitch could

**Fig. 2.** Pulsing is noise-dependent and involves an ultrasensitive phosphoswitch. (A) Pulse frequency in long cells (green) is strongly reduced compared with short cells (gray; data replotted from Fig. 1E). Error bars, mean ± SEM. (B) Variability in P_{sigB} -YFP expression decreases with increasing cell length (see fig. S8). Equal numbers of cells (represented by dots) are plotted in each log-spaced bin (delimited by gray vertical lines). (Inset) Overlay of phase contrast and P_{sigB} -YFP expression (green) at different cell lengths. Note greater σ^B variability in short cells. (C) σ^B expression is ultrasensitive to RsbQP phosphatase levels. Each dot represents the mean RsbQP-YFP level and P_{sigB} -CFP level of one cell, using the strain shown schematically (table S1). The red line is a Hill function with Hill coefficient n_H = 2.12 (95% CI, n_H = 2.09 to 2.15).

**Fig. 3.** A mixed transcriptional feedback loop amplifies and terminates pulses. (A) Schematic diagram of supra- and subthreshold protocols. Before time-lapse acquisition (gray region), phosphatase is induced to a constant level by addition of xylose. After the start of acquisition, isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) is added to induce rbsW operon to levels greater than (solid red line) or less than (dashed red line) the level of phosphatase. This results in pulsed (solid green line) or sustained (dashed green line) σ^B activity dynamics. (B) σ^B promoter activity exhibits a transition between sub- and suprathreshold behaviors. Each trace shows the mean P_{sigB} promoter activity averaged over four colonies. The promoter activity of the IPTG-inducible σ^B operon (x axis) was estimated using a separate strain containing a similar IPTG-inducible yfp reporter. Two repeat movies showed similar behaviors. (Inset) Schematic diagram of strain used for this experiment (table S1). (A) A minimal mathematical model of the open-loop σ^B network reproduces the main features of the experimental data. (Inset) In this model, the unphosphorylated activator, A, directly activates target genes (see SOM).
activate $\sigma^B$ in response to fluctuations in the phosphatase/kinase ratio and thereby initiate pulses.

How are $\sigma^B$ pulses further amplified and subsequently terminated? $\sigma^B$ activates its own operon ($rsbV-rsbW$-$sigB$). This feedback loop could increase $\sigma^B$ activity, due to the activating effects of RsbV and $\sigma^B$, or it could repress $\sigma^B$ activity, due to increased production of RsbW. We hypothesized that the phosphoswitch sets a threshold between activating (phosphatase dominant) and repressing (kinase dominant) feedback regimes. As long as phosphatase activity exceeds kinase activity, activation of the operon increases free $\sigma^B$ (positive feedback). However, this also increases production of RsbW kinase. When kinase activity approaches that of the phosphatase, increased operon expression will cause RsbW levels to cross the threshold, shutting off activation (negative feedback). Thus, autoregulation could result in a “mixed” (positive and negative) feedback loop, providing a compact mechanism to first amplify and then terminate a pulse (23).

To test this hypothesis, we constructed an open-loop strain and quantified the change in $\sigma^B$ activity in response to a step increase in operon expression. In these experiments, we first established a basal level of phosphatase activity in cells and subsequently induced a step of varying size, in $\sigma^B$ operon expression (Fig. 3A). We observed a striking transition between two qualitatively different responses: At lower operon induction levels, the system produced a sustained response, whereas at higher induction levels, it exhibited a pulse (Fig. 3B). These results are consistent with the mixed feedback model: Initially, increased operon induction produces more $\sigma^B$, which is active due to the high levels of phosphatase, engaging the positive feedback loop. For lower (subthreshold) operon induction levels, RsbW levels never exceed phosphatase levels, so the system remains on indefinitely (Fig. 3A, dashed lines). In contrast, at higher induction levels (superthreshold), RsbW activity eventually crosses the threshold set by the phosphatase and thereby shuts the system off, resulting in a pulse (Fig. 3A, solid lines). Indeed, RsbW dominated other operon components at steady state, suppressing $\sigma^B$ activity in a dose-dependent manner (fig. S9). In this mechanism, pulse amplitude should be roughly proportional to the difference between the phosphatase level and the kinase level immediately after the initiating fluctuation, as confirmed experimentally (fig. S14). A minimal mathematical model of the circuit exhibited qualitatively similar behavior (Fig. 3C). This mechanism for pulse initiation, amplification, and termination is summarized in Fig. 4, A and B.

These results provoke a final question: How can the cell modulate the frequency of pulses in this system? Systematic changes in the activity of either kinase or phosphatase could modulate the likelihood of threshold-crossing events and thereby control pulse frequency. We first examined the distribution of RsbQP expression levels, using a $P_{r sb Q P}-rsbQ P-Y F P$ protein fusion that complements an RsbQP null mutant (fig. S15). In response to 40 $\mu$g/ml MPA, we observed a ~3-fold increase in mean RsbQP-YFP levels, and a ~6-fold increase in mean $\sigma^B$ activity (fig. S16, A and B). At the single-cell level, RsbQP-YFP expression mapped to $\sigma^B$ activity (fig. S16C), closely following the (independently determined) ultrasensitive response function (Fig. 2C). These results suggest that stress increases $\sigma^B$ pulse frequency by increasing the distribution of RsbQP expression levels and thereby increasing the frequency with which RsbQP fluctuations cross the threshold set by RsbW (Fig. 4C). These results do not rule out the complementary possibility, suggested previously (24), that some energy stresses may activate $\sigma^B$ by reducing kinase activity.

To show that this mechanism is indeed sufficient to enable frequency modulation, we rewired the endogenous circuit, replacing RsbQP with an inducible, constitutively active RsbTU phosphatase complex that was unaffected by energy stress (Fig. 4D, inset). The rewired system exhibited stochastic pulsing in response to RsbTU expression (figs. S17 and S18 and movie S2). Furthermore, we observed an increased frequency of pulsing in response to increased RsbTU phosphatase expression (Fig. 4D), with weaker effects on pulse amplitude and duration (fig. S20). These results, qualitatively similar to those observed in wild-type cells under energy stress, also match an extended mathematical model that includes the wild-type transcriptional feedback (gray dashed lines in Fig. 4D, figs. S19 and S20) (see SOM). Thus, modulation of phosphatase expression is sufficient to recapitulate FM pulsing, and no special property of the RsbQP phosphatase is required.
Transgenerational Epigenetic Instability Is a Source of Novel Methylation Variants
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Epigenetic information, which may affect an organism’s phenotype, can be stored and stably inherited in the form of cytosine DNA methylation. Changes in DNA methylation can produce meiotically stable epialleles that affect transcription and morphology, but the rates of spontaneous gain or loss of DNA methylation are unknown. We examined spontaneously occurring variation in DNA methylation in Arabidopsis thaliana plants propagated by single-seed descent for 30 generations. We identified 114,287 CG single methylation polymorphisms and 2485 CG differentially methylated regions (DMRs), both of which show patterns of divergence compared with the ancestral state. Thus, transgenerational epigenetic variation in DNA methylation may generate new allelic states that alter transcription, providing a mechanism for phenotypic diversity in the absence of genetic mutation.

Cytosine methylation is a DNA base modification with roles in development and disease in animals as well as in silencing transposons and repetitive sequences in plants and fungi (1). In plants, CG methylation is commonly found within gene bodies (2–5), whereas non-CG methylation, CHG and CHH (where H is A, C, or T), is enriched in transposons and repetitive sequences (1). The RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway targets both CG and non-CG sites for methylation and is commonly associated with transcriptional silencing (6). This pathway can also target and silence protein-coding genes, giving rise to epigenetic alleles or so-called epialleles that can be heritable through mitosis and/or meiosis (7, 8) and can be dependent on the methylation of a single CG dinucleotide (9).

Two meiotically heritable epialleles resulting in morphological variation are the peloric (Linaria vulgaris) and colorless non-ripening (Solanum lycopersicum) loci (10, 11). Both show spontaneous epigenetic silencing events within their respective populations (10, 12). However, the frequency at which such spontaneous meiotically heritable epialleles naturally arise in populations is unknown. Although epiallelic variation has been identified between genetically diverse populations within Arabidopsis thaliana (13), it is unclear whether these identified epialleles are due to underlying genetic variation. Epialleles have also been artificially generated after mutagenesis or because of mutations in the cellular components required for the maintenance of DNA methylation (14–16).

An A. thaliana (Columbia-0) population, the MA lines, derived by single-seed descent for 30 generations (17) was used to examine the extent of naturally occurring variation in DNA methylation and the frequency at which spontaneous epialleles emerge over time. We used the MethyIC-Seq method (3) to determine the whole-genome base resolution DNA methylation for three ancestral
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